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(For official use only) 
PUBLIC PETITION NO. PE1263 

 
1. Name of petitioner 
Evelyn Mundell on behalf of Ben Mundell 
2. Petition title  
Human rights for dairy farmers 
3. Petition text  
Calling on the Scottish Parliament to urge the Scottish Government to accept 
that individual dairy farmers have human rights and that these have been 
breached by the operating rules of the ring fencing mechanism attached to the 
management of milk quotas which should have been carried out in 
accordance with objective criteria and in such a way as to ensure equal 
treatment between farmers and avoid market and competition distortion. 
4. Action taken to resolve issues of concern before submitting the 
petition 
Unsuccessfully tried to get NFU to carry out proper consultations. 
Responded to Government consultations.  
Made representations to MSP’s. 
Made representations to Rural Affairs Minister. 
An MSP made representation to First Minister. 
Via FOI acquired copies of other Consultations responses.  
Various MSP’s made Complaints to Rural Affairs Minister. 
Asked for meetings with Rural Affairs Minister. 
Made complaints to Rural Affairs Minister regarding lack of recognition of 
major changes which should have triggered changes to Southern Isles Milk 
Quota Ring Fence. 
Made Complaints to Rural Affairs Minister regarding lack of adequate 
Government consultations. 
Made complaints to Ombudsman. 
Approached Law Society-difficulty finding human rights lawyer. 
Again asked for meeting with Minister. 
Met with officials of Rural Affairs Department. 
Approached Human Rights Commission- does not deal with individual cases. 
Asked again for meeting with Minister. Refused to meet with us. We were 
advised to consult a lawyer. 
Now have Counsel’s opinion stating that it is unlikely any court in Scotland 
would find against Government. 
MSP’s and MP’s contacted:- 
Maureen MacMillan MSP, Winnie Ewing MSP, George Lyon MSP, Elinor 
Scott MSP, Jamie MacGregor MSP, Jim Mather MSP, Peter Peacock MSP, 
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Ray Michie MP, Alan Reid MP   
5. Petition background information 
 
Milk quota is the property of the individual dairy farmer. But the individual 
dairy farmer in Kintyre and the Southern Isles of Scotland has been denied 
the right to use that quota to suit his/her own business and trade it as and with 
dairy farmers in the rest of the UK. This is and was absolutely essential as 
there is only one major buyer of milk in the Southern Isles Area.      
 
Human Rights 
All legislation in the U.K must comply with the Human Rights Act and human 
rights must be at the heart of policy making. From copies of “An Introduction 
into the Human Rights Act” “Study Guide Into the Human Rights Act 1998” 
“Human Rights Act 1998. “European Convention on Human Rights” and “The 
Scotland Act 1998”. It is quite clear that the Human Rights of individual dairy 
farmers have been infringed by the operating mechanism of the Southern 
Isles Milk Quota Ring Fence. 
Government did not have the right to 

1) Restrict the use of individual dairy farmers milk quotas when they were 
not doing so in the rest of the UK.  

2) Force individual dairy farmers to continue producing milk at a loss or 
lose one of their only tradeable assets (ie. milk quota). Would that not 
be slavery or bondage?  

3) Force individual dairy farmers to continue producing milk at a loss with 
the stated aim of supporting other jobs in the community and propping 
up other businesses. 

4) Ask 63 organisations what individual dairy farmers should do with the 
farmers own property. 

5) Discriminate against individual dairy farmers in the Southern Isles by  
a) Confiscating quota from the Southern Isles with no guarantee it 

would ever return to the Island areas. Yet government did not 
allow dairy farmers to lease out milk quota when it would 
automatically have returned to the Island areas at the end of 
each milk year. 

b) Cowal Milk Quota Holders were allowed to sell their quota to the 
rest of the UK before becoming part of the Southern Isles Milk 
Quota Ring Fence. 

c) When Islay producers no longer had a buyer fro their milk they 
were allowed to sell their quota on the open market. When 
producers in the remainder of the Southern Isles no longer had 
a buyer for their milk they should equally have been allowed to 
sell their quota on the open market.  

Individual dairy farmers should have had the right to lease or sell all or part of 
their milk quota in what ever way suited their individual business. They should 
have also had the right to a fair hearing and an effective remedy.  
  
Background 
Up until 1994 there were several milk quota ring fences in Scotland and 
Scotland itself was ring fenced. When the milk marketing boards were forced, 
by Government, to disband in 1994 all the ring fences were removed except 
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Orkney and Shetland, the Western Isles and the Southern Isles (Arran, Bute, 
Kintyre, Islay, Cumbrae) this meant that in the rest of the UK milk quota could 
be sold, bought or leased from John O’Groats to Land’s End or Northern 
Ireland. Since then there have been various changes made to those 
remaining ring fences: 
(a) The ring fenced areas were allowed to lease in milk quota 
(b) The Western Isles ring fence was removed 
(c) Shetland was removed from the Ring Fence 
(d) Islay was removed from the Southern Isles Ring Fence.  
(e) Cowal was added to the Southern Isles Ring Fence. But milk quota 
holders in Cowal were allowed to sell their quota outside the ring fence area. 
 
Therefore the changes actually increased the discrimination against those still 
within the ring fenced area. 
 
Government Consultations 
Government carried out various “Consultations” regarding the remaining milk 
quota ring fence – sometimes 63 organisations were consulted but not 
individual dairy farmers – in fact on some occasions individual dairy farmers 
were unaware “Consultations” were taking place. These “Consultations” were 
all totally inadequate with no mention whatsoever of the Human Rights of the 
individual Dairy Farmer. The consultees were not made aware of the full 
facts;- 
(a) Regarding the ownership of the quota 
(b) How the quota system operated 
(c) How the operation of the system differed in the island areas 
(d) How the quota could be confiscated. 
   
No impact assessments were done yet in one year alone dairy farmers in the 
Southern Isles could have earned £450,000 by leasing out quota which 
instead lay unused (that year alone our business lost £50,000) 
 
The “Consultations” did not even meet government’s own criteria for 
consultations. The wording often pre-empted the result – obviously not 
allowing for open minded analysis at the completion of the “Consultation”. In 
fact these “Consultations” were carried out as if the milk quota was a publicly 
owned asset rather than a privately owned asset. 
 
Examples of consultees who responded to the Government Consultations. 
 
1. Committee of Scottish Clearing Banks 
Should the four Scottish banks really have been responding that the milk 
quota ring fences should be kept knowing that they would be denying some of 
their customers from realising the true value of these customer’s assets? 
Should they have responded as above while they were pressurising some 
customers to repay their overdrafts? Were they not guilty of “conflict of 
interest”? Were they not guilty of abuse of a dominant position in the market 
place?    
 
2. Argyll & Bute Council (who also must comply with the Human rights Act) 
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Via the F.O.I there are apparently no records of A&B Council having 
discussed and made it council policy to maintain milk quota ring fence prior to 
2003 – although it was referred to as “council policy” and submissions had 
been made to Government. In 2003 A&B Council commissioned S.A.C. to do 
a report prior to a response being submitted to The Government consultation 
of 2003.  In the event – the response was sent before the report was ready 
and before the council met to discuss the issue.  Also the S.A.C. report was 
still not actually available to councillors when the council did subsequently 
meet. 
  
S.A.C (who should have also been fully aware of the Human Rights Act) 
(a) The aforementioned report done by S.A.C for A&B Council made no 
mention whatsoever of the rights of the individual. S.A.C compounded 
Government consultation error by consulting even more businesses who did 
not own quota with no explanations of impact on individual dairy farmers.   
(b) The so called “Important Review” by the S.A.C for The Government – 
2006 - Again S.A.C seems never to have heard of “The Human Rights Act” 
and the rights of the individual. This review was so”important” that very few 
dairy farmers were questioned – again treated as a public asset rather than a 
private one.  
(c) It took almost 12 months to get a copy of S.A.C 2006 review, variously 
called “survey” “piece of research”– at Mr Mather’s request we put in our 
criticism of that review-none of our points were ever answered.                           
First milk  
As the only major buyer of raw milk in the area should they have been 
responding to Government Consultations that the Ring Fence should be kept 
knowing that dairy farmers had no other outlets for the milk? Would that not 
constitute abuse of a dominant position in the market place?   
(NB. We had to give up supplying First Milk when we were asked to put in a 
second road into the farm as we could not have the cows walking on the 
same road as the milk tanker was travelling on).   
Ombudsman  
We complained to the ombudsman who initially said our previous complaints 
had not been headed “complaint”, whether made by ourselves or by MSP’s on 
our behalf. We then sent in a “Complaint” to Rural Affairs Minister regarding 
the failure of his department to take into account the major changes which 
had taken place and should have triggered changes to the ring fence. Major 
changes were as follows:- 
1. Demise of Milk Marketing Boards. – After which no successor buyer of 
           milk was obligated to collect and buy any farmer’s milk.  
2. B.S.E. Crisis. (Led to dramatic fall in cattle prices) 
3. Foot and Mouth Crisis. ( also led to reductions in cattle prices) 
4. Advent of Quota Confiscation. 
5. Severe drop in producer numbers. 
6. Substantial drop in milk prices – to well below cost of production levels 
 
Ombudsman’s office said that the above was a policy issue which they could 
not look at – they could only look at procedural issues. We then complained of 
the inadequate “Consultations” – as previously stated.  Initially our complaint 
appeared to be accepted. After 5 months, we were told we were out of time as 
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the college “Review” done in 2006 was not classed as a “Consultation” and 
therefore the Ring Fence Issue was not ongoing.  It seems to us it was as 
much a “Consultation” as any of the other “Consultations” and to say it is not 
an ongoing issue is nonsense. 
 
In Summary 
1. We responded to “consultations” when we knew they were taking 
           place. 
2. In response to these consultations we (with others) suggested 
           adjustments which could have been made to the ring fence which 
           would have allowed the individual’s rights to have been partly 
           considered. 
3. We tried unsuccessfully to get N.F.U to conduct proper consultations. 
           In fact we withdrew our membership after almost 50 years because 
           they refused to recognise the rights of the individual. 
4. We complained to MPs, MSPs, A&B Council and successive rural 

affairs ministers. 
5. Via Freedom of Information we asked for copies of other 
           “consultations” responses – where we saw that others had expressed 
           concern regarding lack of consultation also lack of consideration of 
            individual’s rights. 
6. Asked Law Society for lists of lawyers who did Human Rights, and 
           Legal Aid – both list were out of date – no company did both and those 
           who did Human Rights – only did so in respects of prisoners or 
           immigrants. 
7. One Human Rights Lawyer (we found ourselves) said we should go 
           back to politicians as they should “sort it out”. 
8. Complained to MSP’s again – who wrote to minister again – still same 
           response. 
9.        Mr Mather suggested we complain to Ombudsman – which we did. 
10. Ombudsman said consult Human Rights Commission as they did not  
           deal with Human Rights Issues.  
11. When eventually the Human Rights Commission was up and running – 
           they said they did not take up individual cases. 
12. Mr Mather arranged for us to meet with officials from Rural Affairs – 
           who repeated that although the individual dairy farmer owned the 
           quota, the ring fence had been kept in the “public interest” having  
           previously said it was not a Human Rights Issue. 
13. The ministers again refuse to meet with us, told us to consult a lawyer. 
14. We have now consulted another lawyer who has sought Counsel’s 
           opinion which stated there was little likelihood that any court would find 
           against Government 
 
What action do you wish taken and why? 
We wish the individual dairy farmers Human Rights to be taken into account 
and this long standing injustice rectified. 
We wish justice to prevail. We feel we have not had justice in this instance. 
 
When? 
NOW 
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What questions would you like the Public Petitions Committee to ask 
and of whom? 
To ask the First Minister, Alex Salmond and the Rural Affairs Minister, Richard 
Lochhead,  
(a) Why the human rights of dairy farmers have been totally ignored?  
(b) Why adjustments were not made to the ring fence arrangements to take 
account of the changes in the dairy farming sector of agriculture? 
(c) Why dairy farmers have not been allowed to use their own assets to 
diversify their businesses either within or outwith agriculture? 
 
6. Do you wish your petition to be hosted on the Parliament’s website as 
an e-petition? 
  NO      
7. Closing date for e-petition 
 
8. Comments to stimulate on-line discussion 
 
 


